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In a recent Newsweek cover story which featured his work, Robert McAfee

Brown, the distinguished Protestant theologian and observer at the Vatican
Council, described the effect of Reinhold Niebuhr's teaching on the vague
Christian humanism of his youth: "Niebuhr's willingness to take sin seriously,
to submit modern liberalism to the test of an orthodox Christian view of human
nature, brought me back to a more historical expression of the Christian faith."
In the Roundtable in this issue of Dialogue, Reverend Brown applies insights
sustained by this kind of "Christian realism" to Sterling McMurrin's The
Theological Foundations of the Mormon Religion; his criticism complements
that of Professor Richard Anderson of Brigham Young University, who chal-
lenges McMurrin's description of the Mormon view of man from a quite differ-
ent perspective.

But Reverend Brown's essay serves additional purposes. He has continually
written and acted as a powerful witness for the essential unity of the Christian
faith and for the relevance of its theology to modern human experience. His
essay in this first issue of Dialogue lays effective groundwork, in both tone and
substance, for Protestants and Mormons to speak more relevantly to each other
concerning their theology.

Other articles in this issue lay the foundations for more fruitful interchange
between Mormons and others about Mormon history. Leonard Arrington,
speaking from within the Church, describes the development of scholarly
attempts to deal with Mormon religion and culture; he points up in particular
what Mormon historians have and have not accomplished. On the other hand
Mario De Pillis, a young Roman Catholic who wrote his dissertation at Yale on
early Mormon history, criticizes historians for failing to take Mormonism seri-
ously as a religion and closely examines its theology on priesthood authority in
his own historical account; his work is an example of what a new generation
of non-Mormon students of Mormon history is doing.

Professor Arrington's study also provides background for "An Assessment
of Mormon Culture," a series of essays evaluating Mormon cultural experience
which will continue in future issues. In the second essay of this series, a critical
study of The Autobiography of Parley P. Pratt, Robert Christmas comments on
a neglected and declining tradition in Mormon writing.

The ideas of all of these men invite response, and it is important that read-
ers of this journal know they can respond — with a letter, note, or full essay.
This first issue demonstrates a variety of subject and style that the editors wish
to encourage, from scholarly study to sermon, from pointed criticism to defense
of faith, from bibliography to poetry. Dialogue is not a journal of conservative
opinion or a journal of liberal opinion, an evangelical journal or a journal of
dissent; it is a forum for exchange of research and opinion across a wide spec-
trum. Such a forum must depend on the variety and range that writers are
willing to attempt and on the response of readers.

The cover and layout of this issue were designed by Paul G. Salisbury, who studied
for his career in architecture at Stanford University and the University of Utah.
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